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Introduction: The history of water on Mars 

remains one of the most pressing questions in 

planetary science. Studying valley networks formed 

during a period of broad climatic change presents a 

crucial opportunity to understand the fluvial history 

at the time. This opportunity comes from studying 

fluvial terrace structures, which mark specific 

changes in fluvial system conditions, and therefore 

constrain the valley networks best suited for such 

studies. Licus Valley is an ideal site for investigation 

because it contains the best preserved terraces from 

a valley network of this time period (See Figure 1). 

We propose to construct a geologic map to study the 

local and regional scale geology of Licus Vallis. 

Thermophysical and compositional analyses will 

then be conducted on Licus Vallis to study the 

terraces within the region of interest.  This novel 

incorporation of thermophysical data with geologic 

mapping will identify reasons for the geomorphic 

uniqueness (i.e., terrace preservation) of Licus 

Vallis, which will in turn shed light on the 

environmental conditions present during its 

formation.  

Background: Licus Vallis ceased formation during 

the Noachian/Hesperian transition approximately 3.7 

Gya [1]. The channel is connected to a series of three 

open basins which provided fill-and-spill conditions [2] 

leading to catastrophic flooding. Tributary development 

along with the high stream order lead to evidence of 

precipitation-fed fluvial activity. Recent investigations 

have found that Licus Vallis was most likely formed 

through incision from both precipitation and 

catastrophic flooding [3].  

Aiding to Licus Vallis’ morphologic uniqueness is 

the presence of a valley network ~150 km to the 

northwest which lacks terraces. The geographic 

proximity and contemporary formation implies these 

valley networks might have experienced similar 

environmental conditions. And yet, Licus Vallis has 

terraces extending much of its length while the unnamed 

valley network centered at 123° East and 0° North 

contains almost no terraces. 

Terraces form when a river channel experiences 

enough fluvial system changes to abandon its floodplain 

and form a new floodplain at a lower elevation. This 

effectively disconnects the abandoned floodplain from 

any fluvial processes within the active channel, forming 

the terrace structure. Therefore, studying the 

morphology and thermophysical character of the terrace 

structures sheds light onto the fluvial history active at 

the time of floodplain abandonment (i.e., terrace 

formation), as explained below. 

 
Figure 1: Longitudinal profile of Licus Vallis. The thick black 

line represents a smoothed average of the channel elevation. 

Red marks indicate terrace treads. Note the extensive nature 

of the terraces 

Thermal inertia, or the resistance of a material to 

change in temperature, has been shown to be closely 

linked with grain and particle size [4]. Based on the 

formational mechanism of a specific terrace, the 

morphology (in particular grain size) should differ or 

match that of the valley wall. For example, a terrace 

formed by deposition should present loosely 

consolidated material compared to the valley wall, as 

it formed by filling a pre-excavated valley with 

alluvial fill. The morphologic constitution of an 

erosional terrace should match that of the valley 

wall, as it formed by cutting into preexisting 

material. Licus Vallis presents an opportunity to study 

the best preserved terraces on Mars and identify the 

processes leading to their formation. 

Methodology: To determine causes for such terrace 

preservation within Licus Vallis, a geologic map will be 

constructed encompassing Licus Vallis, the nearby and 

contemporary valley network centered at 123 E and 0 

N, as well as the local topographic highs and lows that 

may be connected to the sediment source and sinks for 

Licus Vallis. We recognize that geologic mapping does 
not definitively solve all inquiries into a region of 

interest. However, we will use the FGDC Digital 

Cartographic Standard for Geologic Map 

Symbolization as a guide [5]. Geologic mapping is 

performed using the Esri ArcGIS suite [6], at a scale of 

1:1,500,000 and cover approximately 525,000 square 

kilometers (See Figure 2). A controlled mosaic map of 

THEMIS Day IR will be used as a base map. An 

HRSC/MOLA Blended elevation map and uncontrolled 

CTX mosaic will act as supplemental maps to assist in 

unit identification. Geologic mapping began by 

identifying crater units and ejecta. The next stage 

was to establish the different units within Licus 

Vallis itself. This differentiated between channel 

floor, terraces, and valley walls. Alluvial fans will be 
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specifically investigated as they have been shown to 

act as buffers for terrace preservation [11].  

 
Figure 2: HRSC/MOLA Blended Colorized Relief of mapping 

area. Cool colors indicate low elevation, warm colors indicate 

high elevation. Red lines highlight valley networks. The black 

box indicates the region depicted in Figure 3. 

Once the geologic map is complete thermophysical 

data will be overlaid for additional analyses. This will 

be accomplished following the methods of [7]. Surface 

brightness temperatures will be obtained using band 9 

(12.57 m) nighttime images from the Thermal 

Emission Imaging System [8]. Nighttime temperatures 

will be used to reduce the effect of topography, 

specifically from albedo and slope. The thermal 

numerical model known as KRC [9] will then be used 

to model the thermal inertia of terraces structures within 

Licus Vallis.  

Once the thermophysical analysis is finished, 

compositional data will be incorporated into the map 

using CRISM. The main goal of this portion of the 

project is to determine if the material on the terrace 

treads were deposited in situ (authigenic) or transported 

from elsewhere (detritus). This is important because 

terraces act as traps for the material being transported at 

the time of formation. However, if the overlying 

material is from another source, this mineralogy will 

provide no information to the alteration products on 

their surface. Mineralogy will be studied through 

spectral parameter maps of terrace treads and their 

potential sediment sources and sinks. This analysis will 

lead to a first order approximations for the genesis of the 

material [10]. 

Results: Preliminary investigations searched a 

dataset of valley networks from the Noachian/Hesperian 

transition with well-established age-dates [1]. That 

study showed Licus Vallis is the only valley network of 

the Noachian/Hesperian transition with well-preserved 

terrace structures. Well-preserved terraces are 

characterized in this work as continually extending 

along the channel. Licus Vallis terraces cover almost 

half of the length of the valley network, while the valley 

network with the next best preserved terraces cover 9 

km of a nearly 350 km channel.  

Geologic mapping has begun in a small region 

between the two valley networks. At this stage, only one 

alluvial fan has been identified within Licus Vallis, 

indicating such features were not critical in terrace 

preservation. Figure 3 below shows the beginning stage 

of mapping. The units within Licus Vallis represent the 

first order distinction of terrace units and will guide the 

focus of thermophysical and compositional analysis in 

the future.  

 
Figure 3: This unit THEMIS Day IR base layer shows a 

portion of the mapped region. Yellow units indicate craters 

and ejecta, while tans and blue indicate levels of Licus Vallis 

terraces. 

The goal of this project is not to distinguish between 

terrace structure types, and if the characterization of 

terrace types are ambiguous, the final geologic map will 

still reveal new insights into an unmapped area near the 

topographic dichotomy of the northern and southern 

hemispheres. The distinction between erosional and 

depositional terraces would provide new and 

pertinent insight into the fluvial activity during a 

widely regarded period of climatic change on Mars 

[1]. If depositional terraces are discovered, the 

implications are that valley networks were not 

exclusively erosional but rather underwent radical 

conditional changes which resulted in completely 

opposing fluvial processes. 
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